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TYPOLOGICAL URBANISM: PROJECTIVE CITIES

5 EDITORIAL / Helen Castle
6 ABOUT THE GUEST-EDITORS / Christopher CM Lee, Sam Jacoby

SPOTLIGHT
8 Visual highlights of the issue

INTRODUCTION
14 Typological Urbanism and the Idea of the City / Christopher CM Lee, Sam Jacoby
24 The City as a Project: Types, Typical Objects and Typologies Marina Lathouri
32 City as Political Form: Four Archetypes of Urban Transformation / Pier Vittorio Aureli
38 Type, Field, Culture, Praxis / Peter Carl
46 Brasilia's Superquadra: Prototypical Design and the Project of the City / Martina Tattara
56 Type? What Type? Further Reflections on the Extended Threshold / Michael Hensel
66 Typological Instruments: Connecting Architecture and Urbanism / Caroline Bos, Ben van Berkel
78 Penang Tropical City, Penang, Malaysia OMA / Joao Bravo da Costa
90 Singapore Buona Vista Masterplan Competition, Singapore / Toyo Ito
94 21st Century Museum of Contemporary Art, Kanazawa, Ishikawa Prefecture, Japan / Kazuyo Sejima, Ryue Nishizawa
102 The Metropolis as Integral Substance I'AUC Architects and Urbanists / Francois Decoster, Caroline Poulin, Djamel Klouche
110 A Simple Heart: Architecture on the Ruins of the Post-Fordist City DOGMA / Pier Vittorio Aureli, Martina Tattara
120 Xi’an Horticultural Masterplan, Xi’an, China

COUNTREPOINT
128 Transcending Type: Designing for Urban Complexity / David Grahame Shane
EDITORIAL / Helen Castle

ABOUT THE GUEST-EDITORS / Neil Spiller, Rachel Armstrong

SPOTLIGHT
Visual highlights of the issue

INTRODUCTION
It's a Brand New Morning / Neil Spiller, Rachel Armstrong
Structure and the Synthesis of Life / Martin Hanczyc
Defining New Architectural Design Principles with 'Living' Inorganic Materials / Leroy Cronin
Dream a Little Dream / Mark Morris
An Architectural Chemistry / Omar Khan
Protocells: The Universal Solvent / Neil Spiller
How Protocells Can Make 'Stuff Much More Interesting / Rachel Armstrong
Soil and Protoplasms: The Hylozoic Ground project / Philip Eeesley, Rachel Armstrong
Authorship at Risk: The Role of the Architect / Dan Slavinsky
Proto-Design: Architecture's Primordial Soup and the Quest for Units of Synthetic Life / Neri Oxman
Back to the Future / Paul Preissner
Line Array: Protocells as Dynamic Structure / Lisa Iwamoto
AVATAR and the Politics of Protocell Architecture / Nic Clear

COUNTERPOINT
Bettering Biology? / Bill Watts
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LATIN AMERICA AT THE CROSSROADS

5 EDITORIAL / Helen Castle
6 ABOUT THE GUEST-EDITOR / Mariana Leguia

INTRODUCTION
8 Latin America at the Crossroads / Mariana Leguia
16 Simultaneous Territories: Unveiling the Geographies of Latin American Cities Patricia del Real
22 PREVI-Lima’s Time: Positioning Proyecto Experimental de Vivienda in Peru’s Modern Project / Sharif S. Kahatt
26 The Experimental Housing Project (PREVI), Lima: The Making of a Neighbourhood / Fernando Garcia-Huidobro, Diego Torres Torriti, Nicolas Tugas
32 Elemental: A Do Tank / Alejandro Aravena
38 Tlacolula Social Housing, Oaxaca, Mexico Dellekamp Arquitectos
42 Governing Change: The Metropolitan Revolution in Latin America / Ricky Burdett, Adam Kaasa
52 The Olympic Games and the Production of the Public Realm: Mexico City 1968 and Rio de Janeiro 2016 / Fernanda Canales
58 Articulating the Broken City and Society / Jorge Mario Jauregui
64 Formalisation: An Interview with Hernando de Soto / Angus Laurie
68 Playgrounds: Radical Failure in the Amazon / Gary Leggett
76 Urban Responses to Climate Change in Latin America: Reasons, Challenges and Opportunities / Patricia Romero-Lankao
80 Filling the Voids with Popular Imaginaries / Fernando de Mello Franco
86 Civic Building: Forte, Gimenes & Marcondes Ferraz Arquitetos (FGMF), Sao Paulo FGMF
90 A City Talks: Learning from Bogota’s Revitalisation / Enrique Penalosa
96 Bogota and Medellin: Architecture and Politics / Lorenzo Castro, Alejandro Echeverri
104 From Product to Process: Building on Urban-Think Tank’s Approach to the Informal City Interview with Alfredo Brillembourg / Adriana Navarro-Sertich
110 Latin American Meander: In Search of a New Civic Imagination / Teddy Cruz
118 Supersudaca’s Asia Stories (AKA at Home in the First, Second, Third, Fourth and Fifth Worlds) Supersudaca
124 When Cities Become Strategic / Saskia Sassen
128 Organising Communities for Interdependent Growth / Enrique Martin-Moreno
134 Universities as Mediators: The Cases of Buenos Aires, Lima, Mexico and Sao Paulo / Mariana Leguia

COUNTERPOINT
144 Looking Beyond Informality / Daniela Fabricius
MATHEMATICS OF SPACE / GEORGE L. LEGENDRE

INTRODUCTION
7 The Mathematics of Sensible Things / George L. Legendre
18 Mathematics and the Sensible World: Representing, Constructing, Simulating / Amy Dahan-Dalmedico
28 Architecture and Mathematics: Between Hubris and Restraint / Antoine Picon
36 Continuity and Rupture / Dennis R. Shelden, Andrew J. Witt
44 IJP Explained: Parametric Mathematics in Practice George L Legendre
54 A Sense of Purpose: Mathematics and Performance in Environmental Design Martha Tsigkari, Adam Davis and Francis Aish, Specialist Modelling Group, Foster + Partners
58 Long Form and Algorithm / Daniel Bosia
66 Intuitive Material Distributions / Panagiotis Michalatos, Saiuako Kaijima, Adams Kara Taylor
70 Lost in Parameter Space? / Fabian Scheurer, Hanno Stehling
80 Geometry Working Beyond Effect / Mark Burry
90 Desargues and Leibniz: In the Black Box -A Mathematical Model of the Leibnizian Monad / Bernard Cache
100 Pasta by Design / George L. Legendre
102 The Metabolism of the City: The Mathematics of Networks and Urban Surfaces / Michael Weinstock
108 Rising Masses, Singapore / Max Kahlen
112 The Hinging Tower Ana Maria Flor Ortiz and Rodia Valladares Sanchez, Rising Masses Studio, Harvard Graduate School of Design
118 Implicit Fields - MOCAPE Shenzhen PRC / George L. Legendre, Max Kahlen
122 Sense and Sensibilia / Philippe Morel

COUNTERPOINT
130 Less Answers More Questions / Will McLean
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RADICAL POST-MODERNISM

5   EDITORIAL / Helen Castle
6   ABOUT THE GUEST-EDITORS / Charles Jencks, Sean Griffiths, Charles Holland, Sam Jacob

SPOTLIGHT
8   Visual highlights of the issue

INTRODUCTION
14   What is Radical Post-Modernism? / Charles Jencks
24   Beyond the Flatline / Sam Jacob
32   Radical Post-Modernism and Content: Charles Jencks and Rem Koolhaas debate the issue
46   A Field Guide to Radical Post-Modernism
62   Contextual Counterpoint / Charles Jencks
68   Virtual Corpses, Figural Sections and Resonant Fields / Sean Griffiths
78   FAT Projects: Manifesting Radical Post-Modernism
90   Questions of Taste / Charles Holland
98   Historicism versus Communication: The Basic Debate of the 1980 Biennale / Lea-Catherine Szacka
106  Too Good to Be True: The Survival of English Everyday PoMo / Kester Rattenbury
114  The True Counterfeits of Banksy: Radical Walls of Complicity and Subversion / Eva Branscome
122  Re-Radicalising Post-Modernism

COUNTERPOINT
128  Not So Radical: An American Perspective / Jayne Merkel
EXPERIMENTAL GREEN STRATEGIES REDEFINING ECOLOGICAL DESIGN RESEARCH

5 EDITORIAL / Helen Castle
6 ABOUT THE GUEST-EDITOR / Terri Peters

SPOTLIGHT
8 Visual highlights of the issue

INTRODUCTION
14 Experimental Green Strategies: Redefining Ecological Design Research / Terri Peters
20 Designing at t + n / Robert Aish
28 Driving an Ecological Agenda with Project-Led Research / Hugh Whitehead, Irene Gallou, Harsh Thapar, Giovanni Betti, Salmaan Craig
36 Feedback Architecture / Christian Derix, Judit Kimpian, Abdulmajid Karanouh, Josh Mason
44 Nature as Measure: The Biomimicry Guild / Terri Peters
48 Returning Genius to the Place / Mary Ann Lazarus, Chip Crawford
54 Recyclicity: A Toolbox for Resource-Based Design / Jan Jongert, Nels Nelson, Fabienne Goosens
62 Adaptive Strategies for an Ecological Architecture / Simos Yannas
70 GXN: Building Networks for Collaborative Research on Materials in Architecture / Kasper Guldager Jargensen
76 Learning From Nature: Omega Center for Sustainable Living / Laura Lesniewski
82 Simulation and the Future of Design Tools for Ecological Research / Andrew Marsh, Azam Khan
92 Towards a New Relationship with Nature: Research and Regenerative Design in Architecture / Peter Busby, Max Richter, Michael Driedger
100 BIO SKIN Urban Cooling Facade / Tomohiko Yamanashi, Tatsuya Hatori, Yoshito Ishihara and Norihisa Kawashima and Katsumi Niwa
108 Gardens by the Bay: Ecologically Reflective Design / Meredith Davey
112 10 Design: Beyond Neutrality / Ted Givens
124 Ecology Beyond Buildings - Performance-Based Consumption and Zero-Energy Research: RAU Architects / Terri Peters

Oprac. BPK